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Fauvism - Les Fauves (French for 
wild beasts), a short-lived and loose 
grouping of early Modern artists whose 
works emphasized painterly qualities, and 
the use of deep color over the 
representational values retained by 
Impressionism. Fauvists simplified lines, 
made the subject of the painting easy to 
read, exaggerated perspectives and used 
brilliant but arbitrary colors. They also 
emphasized freshness and spontaneity 
over finish. 



The group was named by the 
notable Parisian art critic 
Louis Vauxcelles
in his review of the 
1905 Salon d'Automne: 
"Donatello au milieu 
des fauves!" ("Donatello 
among the wild beasts!"). 
The remark was made 
(humorously) in reference 
to a room in the salon in which a classical-
looking statue by Albert Marquet was 
surrounded by paintings by Henri Matisse and 
others. 



The painter Gustave Moreau was the 
movement's inspirational teacher, and a 
professor at the École des Beaux-Arts in 
Paris who pushed his students to think 
outside of the lines of formality and to follow 
their visions.

Gustave Moreau
Gustave Moreau



The Development of Fauvism

In a sense, Fauvism evolved from pointillism which, in turn, had evolved 
as a development of impressionism. The open-air paintings of the 
impressionists emphasized the way strong light broke up the uniform 
color of surfaces into shimmering bits of reflected color. They abandoned 
the carefully graduated tonal painting of the past and built their pictures 
with small brush strokes of pure color. 

Pointillism took this further by painting with tiny dots of contrasting hues. 
Seurat, the greatest exponent of pointillism, held that each dot of paint 
should be accompanied by a weaker dot of its complement. Van Gogh 
had used some of the same techniques, but with much broader and 
bolder strokes.

Matisse dabbled in pointillism for awhile, but, his instinct was to make 
every stroke of his painting strong. He and his group developed a style of 
broad, short strokes of bright contrasting colors. 



• The Fauves were radical for their 
time. They decided to show their 
more classical art  contemporaries 
a new way of looking at the world. 
Within their new style they 
developed more colorful objective 
interpretations and exaggerated 
perspectives on traditional subject 
matter.



The  Four Major Players in the 
Fauvist Movement

<<<<<< Henri Matisse

Albert Marquet >>>>>>

<<<<<<Andre Derain

Maurice Vlaminck >>>>>> 



Henri Matisse

Henri Matisse was the most important French painter of the 20th century, rivaling Picasso in his influence.

His background was diverse. He studied under Bouguereau and Gustave Moreau and experimented with 
Pointillism, which he found rigidly confining. Later, building on the work of Cézanne and Gauguin, he and 
Andre Derain developed Fauvism, a much freer and more expressive style of painting which was in fact the 
forerunner of Expressionism.



Henri Matisse

Self Portrait, 1906.
Oil on Canvas



Harmony in Red – 1908, oil on canvas

Henri Matisse

Matisse believed that the arrangement of color was as important as the subject matter. 
He avoided detail, instead using bright colors and strong lines. Many in the art world 
were shocked by his bold forms and bright colors. 



Lady with Green Stripe
(Mdme Matisse)

Oil on canvas

Henri Matisse



Woman with Hat (Mdm Matisse)
1905
Oil on canvas

Henri Matisse



Henri Matisse

Goldfish
Oil on canvas,1912



Matisse's ‘odalisques’ display the artist's passion for decorative pattern and motifs. The artist visited the French 
colonies in North Africa (Algeria in 1906 and Morocco in 1912–13) where the brilliant light, exotic environment and 
Moorish architecture inspired a new body of work. His odalisques have been described as ‘elaborate fictions’ in which 
the artist re-created the image of the Islamic harem using French models posed in his Nice apartment. The fabrics, 
screens, carpets, furnishings and costuming recalled the exoticism of the ‘Orient’ and provided a theme for Matisse's 
preoccupation with the figure and elaborate pattern. 

Odalisque in Red Trousers, c.1924-1925
Oil on canvas 





Andre Derain

Andre Derain was one of the founding fathers of Fauvism, and one of its wildest practitioners. Influenced by 
van Gogh and working with Vlaminck in 1904 he felt that the impressionists had disintegrated their work into dots 

excessively. Instead, he chose to use wide, choppy brush strokes of pure color. In 1905, he worked with Matisse to 
bring the technique to maturity.



Self portrait with his family
1939
Oil on canvas

Andre Derain



Boats at Collioure's Harbor
1905
Oil on canvas

Andre Derain



Andre Derain

St. Paul's Cathedral from 
the Thames
1906
Oil on canvas



Andre Derain

Blackfriars Bridge
1906
Oil on canvas



Andre Derain

Turning Road L'estaque
Andre Derain



Andre Derain

This view of Collioure is one Derain made while working together with Matisse in the summer of 
1905. Derain describes the trees and grass with long strokes of pure color—compare them to the 
strong, twisted lines Van Gogh used for his ancient olive trees. For both Derain and Matisse, 
however, color was a less emotional, less personal imperative than it had been for Van Gogh. 

Mountains at Collioure, 1905



Andre Derain

André Derain, 
Mountains at Collioure
(detail), 1905, 

Vincent van Gogh, 
The Olive Orchard 
(detail), 1889, 

- Van Gogh used strong, 
twisted lines and soft 
gradations for his ancient olive 
trees 

- Derain describes the trees and 
grass with long, bold strokes of 
pure color 







Reviewing the facts……

• What characteristics do you think of when 
you envision the Fauvist movement?

• Who are the two founding fathers of the 
movement?

• What pre-existing conditions forced the 
Fauves into this new style of painting?

• Are compositional elements important to 
the Fauves?

• Is light source important to the Fauves?



Student Examples








































